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weve been testing edius 4 under windows xp, but because of the way it was designed we couldnt benchmark it with other software that can be purchased with the license. but its worth noting that the dvrex can output edius pro 4-compliant material
through the software, while the nx hardware is limited to outputting dv. so it would be interesting to see how the nx system performs with the avid software. as well as the multi-camera editing mode, edius pro 4 also has a two-track audio editing mode
that allows you to juggle audio on multiple tracks. this isnt as sophisticated as the major audio editors, but can be helpful for matching audio by placing it on a specific track. you can also sync audio to video clips and create a custom version of any clip,
useful for audio-only or voiceover sessions. as well as the usual video editing features, edius pro 4 offers some of the same audio editing functions as its predecessor. you can add graphic effects, such as waterfall, spectra and frequency filters, and even

add effects to individual tracks. but there arent any good audio matching or effecting tools. the most useful effect is the ability to create custom versions of your clips, so you can make a copy of the original and then modify it. edius pro 4s editing
features may not be the most sophisticated, but they are well-designed and simple to use. the multi-cam editing makes it easy to create multiple versions of your movie. although there arent any good audio editing tools, its still worth having. you can

mix audio, create custom versions of clips, and sync audio, while the graphics features work well. edius pro 4 is a simple editor, but its not without flaws.
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all this combines to make edius pro 4 a
very simple and user-friendly tool for non-

linear video editing. this is one of the
better dvd authoring tools for non-linear

editing, as it doesnt just make files, it lets
you cut up and assemble your clip

perfectly in the edit. it can also do a lot of
things that make it a bit more complicated
in some other tools. so, edius pro 4 doesnt
offer a dvd-authoring solution in its basic

version. you can only burn to disc with the
supplied dvd-r/rw recorder (and the

standard editing dvd-r/rw disc). however, if
you were intending to burn discs, then you
can do this directly from within edius - after
all, theres a dvd burner on the right of the
screen. obviously, yourent going to be able
to play discs you have created. however,

you can use the provided dvd-r/rw and cd-
r/rw software, which takes full advantage
of the multi-burner features on your dvd
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recorder. you can also add and delete files
on the dvd at the same time as you burn.
this saves having to go to the disc in order
to delete files you dont want. of the three
available solutions, the best in the long

term is a more recent product. the hd45sa
firewire pcie card costs 560.16 and offers
full hd video support. like all the firewire
cards, it plugs straight in to your pc via

firewire, and its not just limited to editing
either, you can record hd too, as shown
here. its output is via composite, s-video

and component. but you also get an mhg1
multi-input recorder which costs 104.99,

and plugs into the firewire card. the
interface is exceptionally slick. the left side
of the main screen contains a wide range

of tools, such as an image histogram, curve
and fill buttons, and quick clip. all of the
available tools are available on the fly
without taking your eyes off the main

editing window. the tools are accessible
from four rows of controls. the application
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interface is extremely clean, with all of the
options clearly displayed. the preview

window is very easy to use, with up-down
arrows for changing aspect ratio, and left

and right arrows to move to the next
position. 5ec8ef588b
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